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Objectives of the session

 to address issues related to the supervision of 
graduate student writing

 to share best practices and successful 
techniques

 to consider a variety of writing strategies
 to identify topics for future workshops and 

seminars



Group discussion

what problems do you experience in the 
supervision of writing?

what techniques have you found most 
helpful?

what support or assistance do supervisors 
need?



Some assumptions

 Writing is hard intellectual work
 Academics are professional writers
 Academic writing varies across disciplines
 Supervisors are teaching discipline-specific ways 

of thinking and writing
 Writing problems are often signs of confusion
 There are no quick fixes



A brief history of contemporary writing 
research and pedagogy

writing as a process 
writing and cognition
writing and the disciplines/professions
writing as knowledge-making
writing the dissertation 



The canons of classical rhetoric

 invention
 arrangement
 style
 memorization
 delivery



A brief history of contemporary writing 
research and pedagogy

writing as a process 
writing and cognition
writing and the disciplines/professions
writing as knowledge-making
writing the dissertation 



The problem

. . . I have found smart, accomplished colleagues in 
other disciplines who have little vocabulary for 
discussing writing beyond the corrective grammar they 
learned in high school. Although [they] have learned the 
genres of their profession and are successful in them, 
their reflective ability to manipulate them is limited 
because of a lack of linguistic and rhetorical vocabulary. 
(Bazerman, 2007)



An example (interview)

Su: … it’s a very formal exercise, undertaking research for a PhD, in presenting 
the work in the actual thesis, and so I need to sort of enforce certain 
conventions.  

Int: Right, and whose conventions are those? Where do those conventions 
come from?  

Su: Well I – that’s an interesting question. I suppose they come to [student] 
filtered through me, so as a supervisor I suppose at the end of the day it’s 
my view of what is a convention, and I suppose my view is formed partly 
by seeing other theses. But I’m not sure that’s the answer. I’m not really 
sure where.... I’m not sure I can answer it. I have a view. Obviously it 
must come from somewhere. But I don’t know where. I don’t know 
where we decide how we do this. 



Another example (supervision session)

Su: I’ve read what you’ve done and [can] tell you … my thoughts 
on how it might be somewhat strengthened, because I think 
the information is there but I have two main points about it. 
One is that it should be maybe a bit more focused. More 
focused on it being a chapter within a PhD thesis…. The 
other general comment is to, I don’t know, firm it up, I 
suppose. Because it’s a data collection chapter, I’d like more 
numbers, I suppose…. Kind of more strongly represent what 
you’ve done. So my general feeling is that the chapter itself … 
should be put within a slightly bigger box for the committee.
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Students: Importance of writing
How important do you personally consider writing to your success as 

a researcher? (n=2,428)

Very important, 
86.7%

Important, 12.8%

Unimportant, 0.6%
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What importance do YOU assign to the quality of doctoral writing? 
(n=423)

87.9%

11.8% 0.2%
Very important

Important

Unimportant

Supervisors: Importance of  writing
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Formal training in supervising doctoral 
student writing

Have you received formal training in supervising doctoral student 
writing? (n=406)

Yes, 4.7%

No, 95.3%
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Has the quality of doctoral student writing been formally discussed 
(e.g., in a meeting, in documents) in your department? (n=421)

Yes, 24.5%

No, 75.5%

Formal discussions about doctoral writing 
in departments



Establishing  a working relationship

 what are your expectations?
 what are the student’s expectations?
 what is your role?
 what will happen during supervision sessions?
 how long will feedback take?
 how will the student receive feedback?
 will you talk about your relationship?



Strategies for writing: Getting started

 brainstorming, freewriting
 setting goals
 planning
 considering readers
 considering contributions
 considering structure
 talk, talk, talk



Strategies for writing: Setting goals

 what should each chapter do?
 chapter one? lit review? methods? discussion?

 what should sections of chapters do?
 introductions? summaries? conclusions?

 what about tables, charts, appendices, etc.?
 use active verbs to set goals: argue, propose, 

explain, describe, demonstrate, prove, contrast



Strategies for writing: Getting started

 brainstorming, freewriting
 setting goals
 planning
 considering readers
 considering contributions
 considering structure
 talk, talk, talk



Strategies for writing: Planning

 prepare a writing schedule (weekly, monthly)
 set deadlines and turn-around times
 distinguish types of draft (rough, second, final)
 set new goals, plan after each meeting
 articulate the problem to be solved



Strategies for writing: Getting started

 brainstorming, freewriting
 setting goals
 planning
 considering readers
 considering contributions
 considering structure
 talk, talk, talk



Strategies for writing: Readers

 who are the dissertation’s readers?
 what are your expectations/standards?
 what are the committee’s expectations?
 what are the discipline’s expectations?
 any other readers?



Strategies for writing: Getting started

 brainstorming, freewriting
 setting goals
 planning
 considering readers
 considering contributions
 considering structure
 talk, talk, talk



Strategies for writing: Talking

 vary types of feedback
 start with positive comments
 encourage elaboration, re-statement
 talk to anyone, everyone



Strategies for writing: Drafting

 start anywhere
 ignore the editor
 articulate problems, blocks, uncertainties
 draw, graph, chart, outline ideas and links
 review plans, goals, outlines often
 read other theses, dissertations



Strategies for writing: Revising, editing

 re-visiting goals, purpose, outline, introductions
 re-considering readers
 reading aloud
 writing groups
 peer tutoring
 handbooks
 http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/

http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/�


Conclusion

 what next?
 what other sessions would be helpful?
 what specialized topics might we address?
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